Conscious Thought with Leo with Magdalena Winkler
On this show today we will talk about Transformation ,understand it on simple level and how you
can apply I your daily life.
What I want you to do is bring questions so we can have open conversation and see how we
can move some stuck 't energies and break the cycle.
Transformation and changes in people's life's are made so complicated that makes people
afraid even to start
Sometimes change is just part of Life that's simple.
But when we understand what is the change about, and when we understand that buy not
moving stuck t energy and how that can impact our body that's when people start pay more
attention.
People in general are to busy to even think about they own body ,they are to involved to earn
money to keep they life alive .For that they are getting judged how they are asleep, ignorant or
to lazy.
I always say if I do not know what I need to know how can you call me lazy. ignorant or asleep ?
or I have a choice? ...so lets talk about!
So let me ask you:
@- do you feel stuck t with same old same old issue..
@- whats you biggest challenge you would like to talk about
@- how energies in our body are connected to endocrine systems
@- how our thought affect our emotional body
@- you need to develop a healthy EGO contrary to what everybody is saying
@- how you can use your own natal birth chart to help you see where your energy is not moving
Create a more harmonious living in time of change ...
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